Familial aggregation of juvenile idiopathic arthritis.
To estimate the degree of familial aggregation of juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA), determine whether the aggregation of JIA and the aggregation of type 1 diabetes mellitus (type 1 DM) overlap, and identify multiplex JIA pedigrees. Records of individuals with JIA or type 1 DM were probabilistically linked with records in the Utah Population Database (UPDB), a large computerized family history database. For each case of JIA or type 1 DM, 10 matched controls or 5 matched controls, respectively, were selected. All familial relationships among cases of JIA or type 1 DM were established. A familial risk score was calculated for each subject. For various levels of familial exposure to JIA or type 1 DM, one's risk (odds ratio [OR]) of developing JIA or type 1 DM was established (cases compared with controls). Recurrence risks for JIA were computed for relatives of JIA cases compared with relatives of controls. Extended JIA families were identified from a list of common ancestors. Records of a total of 443 patients were linked with the UPDB. Of these, 381 (86.0%) met criteria for JIA. An increased risk for JIA was observed among relatives of probands with JIA. The prevalence of type 1 DM among JIA cases was higher than the US prevalence of type 1 DM (P < 0.003). The recurrence risk for JIA was significantly elevated among first-degree relatives of cases with JIA (OR 30.4). The overall prevalence of JIA was 28/100,000. Four extended JIA pedigrees were identified. There is familial aggregation of JIA in the Intermountain West region of the US. We have demonstrated that multiplex JIA pedigrees can be identified using a genealogic database.